
 Terminal DNS ____________ 
 Location Name __________________________ 

Exhibit 7 
Merchant Instructions 
PRINT TWO COPIES 

 
1. Instruct Merchant to first call Money Tree ATM Services, LC (800) 566-0286 if they have problems 

with ATM, the ATM Agreement, if out of cash or any other ATM problem. 
2. If Cardholder has a problem with their card, balances, receiving cash, denials, etc., only the BANK 

that issued the card can help them. 
3. Care must be taken when choosing a location to place an ATM. 

(a) Cardholders must be able to enter PIN numbers without being observed. Never place an ATM 
where entry can be recorded by a camera. Some cameras are hidden so questions must be 
asked about the locations of nearby camera (as in a casino, food market, or convenience 
store). 

(b) Do not place ATM facing a window where outside foot traffic can record or observe PIN entry 
or removal of cash. 

(c) ATM must be placed where the cardholder has at least a minimum of privacy and light when 
completing a transaction. 

(d) ATM must be placed where the cardholder can use it safely, without stepping over electrical 
wires or cables, top or bottom of unsafe stairs, and with safe personal clearances. 

 
4. Instruct employees to never request a PIN number or give assistance in entering a PIN number or 

touch the card. If a customer has difficultly using the ATM, instruct them to call the bank that issued 
the card or the number provided on the ATM for operational difficulties. 

5. Devices manufactured for inside use only, will not be used outside. 
6. Merchant may not move the machine without assistance from Money Tree ATM Services, LC. 
7. Notify Money Tree ATM Services, LC immediately if you are contemplating a change in ownership. 

(If you own the machine, or place cash in the machine you may not allow another party to assume 
those responsibilities.) 

8. Transaction tape must be kept in secure locations, and maintained for two years. 
9. Merchant/Cash Loader must check ATM each time cash is loaded; ATM Surcharge Fee Notices 

must be on the ATM. It is a federal compliance violation if this notification is missing. 
10. Merchant and CASH LOADER will be given a supply of ATM FEE Notice Stickers to replace 

removed notices. 
11. Be aware of customer removing the notice for the purposed of filing a class action law suit. 

 
 _____________________________________        _________________________________ 
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